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Abstract— Multimedia applications usually have throughput
constraints. An implementation must meet these constraints,
while it minimizes resource usage and energy consumption. The
compute intensive kernels of these applications are often specified
as Cyclo-Static or Synchronous Dataflow Graphs. Communication between nodes in these graphs requires storage space which
influences throughput. We present an exact technique to chart
the Pareto space of throughput and storage trade-offs, which can
be used to determine the minimal buffer space needed to execute
a graph under a given throughput constraint. The feasibility
of the exact technique is demonstrated with experiments on a
set of realistic DSP and multimedia applications. To increase
scalability of the approach, a fast approximation technique
is developed that guarantees both throughput and a, tight,
bound on the maximal overestimation of buffer requirements.
The approximation technique allows to trade off worst-case
overestimation versus run-time.
Index Terms— cyclo-static dataflow, synchronous dataflow,
buffering, throughput, optimization, Pareto analysis, trade-offs,
DSP and multimedia applications

I. I NTRODUCTION
YCLO-STATIC Dataflow Graphs (CSDFGs, [1]) and Synchronous Dataflow Graphs (SDFGs, [2]) are used to model
DSP and multimedia applications [3]–[7]. The main reason for the
growing popularity of these models is that they allow analysis of
their timing behavior [7], [8]. This makes it possible to predict
the timing behavior of an application when realized using a
multiprocessor system-on-chip.
A (C)SDFG is a directed graph where the nodes (called actors)
represent computations that communicate with each other by
sending ordered streams of data-elements (called tokens) over
their edges (called channels). An example of an SDFG with
3 actors a, b, c and two channels α, β is shown in Fig. 1.
The execution of an actor is called a firing. Actor execution
times are given inside actors in Fig. 1. When an actor fires, it
consumes tokens from its input channels, performs a computation
on these tokens and outputs the result as tokens on its output
channels. An important property of an SDFG is that actors
consume and produce a fixed amount of tokens on each firing.
Per channel, these fixed amounts are called the consumption
and production rates, given as edge annotations in the graph’s
visualization. Channels may contain initial tokens depicted as
black dots annotated with their number. Storage space, buffers,
must be allocated for the communicated tokens. The storage space
influences the maximal throughput that can be achieved. In [9],
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a technique is presented to compute the trade-offs between the
throughput and buffer size for an SDFG. These trade-offs are
Pareto points in the throughput/buffer size space. An example of
this trade-off space is shown in Fig. 2. Each point in the space
represents a distribution of storage space over the channels α and
β in the SDFG of Fig. 1 that is optimal in terms of the trade-off
between storage space and throughput. To explore this trade-off
space, an exact design-space exploration algorithm is presented in
[9] that prunes the search space without losing any Pareto points.
Finding the minimal storage requirements for a deadlock-free
execution (i.e. an execution with positive, non-zero throughput)
for an SDFG is already known to be NP-complete [10]. Despite of
the worst-case complexity, the experimental results in [9] confirm
that this algorithm can be used to explore the design space of
realistic DSP and multimedia applications.
An actor in an SDFG consumes and produces a fixed amount
of tokens on each firing. The CSDF model relaxes this constraint
by allowing the consumption and production of tokens to vary
between subsequent actor firings. It requires that the amounts of
tokens consumed and produced by actor firings can be captured
with a repeating finite sequence (as opposed to the constant rates
of the SDF model). This makes CSDF more widely applicable in
modeling dataflow applications than SDF.
This paper generalizes the techniques from [9] to Cyclo-static
Dataflow Graphs. The result is the first technique to compute the
complete, optimal trade-off space between the throughput and
buffer size for a CSDFG. The design-space exploration algorithm
uses an improved termination condition when compared to the
SDF version presented in [9]. As a result, it completes the search
earlier, while it is still exact. Proofs for the correctness and
termination of the algorithm, omitted in [9], are provided in this
paper. Experimental results are reported on a larger set of realistic
applications than used in [9], including not only SDF models but
also CSDF models. As the buffer minimization problem is NPhard, the analysis can occasionally become too time consuming.
For the evaluated models, the technique completes within seconds
(usually milliseconds), except for one case. For an H.263 decoder,
which has 3255 throughput-buffering Pareto points, the technique takes 53 minutes. To improve scalability, an approximation
technique is presented that can be used to explore the design
space while trading off run-time of the algorithm with quality of
the end result, in terms of buffer size overestimation. We give
an analytical bound on the overestimation of our heuristic. The
results show that the approximation heuristic scales well. When
applied to the two application models for which the exact technique has the longest run-time, it approximates the throughputbuffering trade-off space within a few milliseconds and in less
than half a second respectively. The minimal buffer sizes needed
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for maximal throughput are approximated with less than 0.2%
and 0.5% overestimation respectively. On three artificially created
models, for which the exact technique does not complete within
several hours, it approximates the throughput-buffering trade-off
space within seconds. The analytical bound guarantees less than
1% in overestimation in the buffer sizes needed for maximal
throughput for all three models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section discusses related work in the area of SDFG and
CSDFG buffer sizing. Sec. III formalizes the CSDF model, such
that it generalizes the SDF model.1 The operational semantics
is defined in Sec. IV. The storage requirements for edges of a
CSDFG are discussed in Sec. V. The throughput of a CSDFG is
defined in Sec. VI. Sec. VII explains how this throughput can be
computed from an execution of the graph and Sec. VIII explains
how dependencies on storage space between actor firings can be
identified from this execution. The dependencies are exploited
in the design-space exploration algorithm presented in Sec. IX.
Experimental results on the performance of the algorithm are
discussed in Sec. X. Sec. XI investigates the approximation of
minimal buffer capacities and Sec. XII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Minimization of buffer requirements in SDFGs has been studied before, see for example [3], [11]–[18]. The proposed solutions
target mainly single-processor systems. Modern media applications, however, often target multi-processor systems with different
approaches to scheduling and resource allocation. Furthermore,
they have timing constraints expressed as throughput or latency
constraints. Only looking for the minimal buffer size which gives
a deadlock-free schedule as done in [3], [11]–[13], [16], [18] may
result in an implementation that cannot be executed within these
timing constraints. It is necessary to take the timing constraints
into account while minimizing the buffers. Several approaches
1 The original definition of a CSDFG in [1] excludes the simultaneous
execution of multiple instances of the same actor, which means that according
to the original definitions CSDFGs and SDFGs are not directly comparable.
We present a formalization of CSDF that allows the simultaneous execution
of multiple instances of the same actor.
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have been proposed for minimizing buffer requirements under
a throughput constraint. In [14], a technique based on linear
programming is proposed to calculate a schedule that realizes
the maximal throughput while it tries to minimize buffer sizes.
Hwang et al. propose a heuristic that can take resource constraints
into account [15]. This method is targeted towards a-cyclic
graphs and it always maximizes throughput rather than using a
throughput constraint. Thus, it could lead to additional resource
requirements when a lower throughput is sufficient. In [17], buffer
minimization for maximal throughput of a subclass of SDFGs
(homogeneous SDFGs) is studied. The proposed algorithm is
based on integer linear programming. Although SDFGs can be
transformed into homogeneous SDFGs. In general, the minimal
buffer sizes obtained with this approach cannot be translated to
exact minimal buffer sizes for arbitrary SDFGs.
A buffer minimization technique for CSDFGs is presented in
[4]. The technique computes the minimal buffer requirements for
a CSDFG with a static-time schedule. This schedule determines at
which moment in time actor firings are started. As such, it defines
the life-time of the tokens sent over the channels of the graph.
The buffer requirements follow directly from the token life-times.
The technique guarantees that the minimal buffer requirements are
found for the given schedule, and is similar to life-time analysis
techniques used in [14] and [17] for more restricted dataflow
models. However, a schedule of the CSDFG may exist that
realizes the same throughput with smaller buffer requirements.
In [7], a heuristic algorithm is presented that tries to minimize
buffer requirements for a throughput-constrained CSDFG. The
algorithm is fast but it cannot guarantee bounds on the buffer
size overestimation. The reported overestimation varies between
5% and 28%.
We propose, in contrast to the existing work, an exact technique to determine all trade-offs (Pareto points) between the
throughput and buffering requirements for a (C)SDFG, as well
as an approximation technique to approximate this space, while
providing guarantees on throughput and worst-case buffer size
overestimation. An interesting observation is that both the exact
and the approximation technique can also be applied after the
search space has been pruned by a heuristic, which may in general
lead to reduced buffering requirements for the given throughput
compared to the heuristic and lower run-times compared to our
exact method. For the mentioned heuristic of [7], one of our
experiments shows that our technique can compute the exact result
within a second when starting from the result of the heuristic. This
makes our work nicely complementary to fast heuristics.
In [10], it is shown that the buffer minimization problem
of homogeneous SDFGs is NP-complete. Any homogeneous
SDFG is also a CSDFG and the throughput-buffer trade-off is
a generalization of buffer minimization, which implies that also
the buffer minimization problem for CSDFGs is NP-hard. Both
our exact and our approximation technique are based on statespace exploration. Explicit state-space exploration techniques
are frequently applied successfully to solve NP-complete (and
sometimes worse) scheduling problems [19]–[21]. For buffer
minimization, [13] proposed a state-space exploration technique
to find minimal buffer requirements to execute an SDFG with
a deadlock-free schedule. This motivated the investigation of
explicit state-space exploration techniques in [9] and this paper.
The techniques developed in [9] and in the current paper prune the
search space in an efficient way, as confirmed by the experimental
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in the graph. Doing so for all sequences gives a CSDFG in which
all sequences are of equal length.
Definition 3: (SDFG) An SDFG is a CSDFG with the length
of execution time and rate sequences N equal to one.
For certain rates in a (C)SDFG, the (C)SDFG deadlocks or tokens
accumulate on the channels. In the latter case, a (C)SDFG can
only execute in unbounded memory. Consistency (CSDF [1], SDF
[2]) is known to be a necessary condition to allow an execution
within bounded memory in which no actors deadlock [22].

An example of a Cyclo-Static Dataflow graph (CSDFG) is
depicted in Fig. 3. Every time an actor fires it consumes a certain
amount of tokens from its input ports and produces a certain
amount of tokens on its output ports. These amounts are called
the port rates. Every actor a models a periodic execution sequence
[f (0), f (1), · · · , f (N − 1)] of length N ≥ 1. The meaning of this
sequence is as follows. The i-th time that the actor a is fired,
it executes the function f (i mod N ). As a consequence, the port
rates and execution time of actors are also a sequence. These
sequences are visualized as port and actor annotations (see Fig.
3). The channels in the graph may contain tokens. The storage
space of a channel is in principle unbounded, i.e., it can contain
arbitrarily many tokens.
Formally, a CSDFG is defined as follows. Let N denote the
positive natural numbers, and N0 the natural numbers including
0. Assume a set P of ports. With each port p ∈ P , a sequence of
rates [r0 , r1 , · · · , rN −1 ] with ri ∈ N0 and N ∈ N is associated.
The number of tokens consumed or produced by a port p ∈ P on
its i-th access is given by Rate(p, i) = ri mod N (where i starts
from 0).

Definition 4: (C ONSISTENCY, R EPETITION VECTOR ) A repetition vector q of a CSDFG (A, C) is a function in A → N0
given by q(a) = N · r(a) for all a ∈ A where r is a function in
A → N0 such that for each channel (o, i) ∈ C from actor a ∈ A
P
P
to b ∈ A, r(a)· 0≤k<N Rate(o, k) = r(b)· 0≤k<N Rate(i, k).
A repetition vector is called non-trivial if and only if q(a) > 0
for all a ∈ A. A CSDFG is called consistent if and only if it has
a non-trivial repetition vector. For a consistent graph, there is a
unique smallest non-trivial repetition vector which is designated
as the repetition vector of the CSDFG.

Definition 1: (ACTOR ) An actor a is a tuple (I, O, T ) consisting of a set I ⊆ P of input ports (denoted by In(a)), a set
O ⊆ P of output ports (denoted with Out(a)) with I ∩ O = ∅
and a sequence T = [t0 , t1 , · · · , tN −1 ] of execution times with
t i ∈ N0 .

IV. O PERATIONAL S EMANTICS OF CSDFG S

Definition 2: (CSDFG) A CSDFG is a tuple (A, C) consisting
of a finite set A of actors and a finite set C ⊆ P × P of channels.
The channel source is an output port of some actor, the destination
is an input port of some actor. All ports of all actors are connected
to precisely one channel. For every actor a = (I, O, T ) ∈ A, we
denote the set of all channels that are connected to the ports in
I (O) by InC(a) (OutC(a)).
In the original CSDF definition [1], no assumptions are made on
the execution time of actors. The example CSDFG presented in
[1] suggests that fixed actor execution times are used. In line with
[4] and [7], this paper generalizes the fixed actor execution times
to a sequence of execution times for each actor.
As mentioned, actor execution is defined in terms of firings.
The execution time of the i-th firing of an actor a is denoted as
τ (a, i). When actor a starts its i-th firing, it removes Rate(q, i)
tokens from all (p, q) ∈ InC(a). The execution continues for
τ (a, i) time units and when it ends, it produces Rate(p, i) tokens
on every (p, q) ∈ OutC(a). In this paper, it is assumed that all
port rate sequences and execution time sequences in a CSDFG
are of the same length N . This assumption is only made for
readability. The presented techniques are also valid when port
rate and/or execution time sequences of different lengths are used.
Every sequence can always be concatenated till its length is equal
to the least common multiple of the lengths of all sequences used

A repetition vector thus represents a number of firings per actor
that brings the graph back to the distribution of tokens before the
firings. The repetition vector of our example graph (see Fig. 3)
is equal to [6 4 2]T , ordering the actors from left to right. This
shows that the graph is consistent. Since inconsistent graphs are
typically not useful and consistency is straightforward to check
[12], we restrict our attention to consistent CSDFGs. Furthermore,
we assume connectedness. For unconnected graphs, analysis can
be done per connected subgraph.

To describe and study the methods introduced in this paper, CSDFG execution is formalized through a labeled transition system.
This requires appropriate notions of states and of transitions.
As explained, an actor consumes input tokens at the start of a
firing, and produces output at the end of the firing. In the semantics, channels have infinite storage space, which means that there
is always sufficient space available for output. Physical storage
constraints are modeled by additional channels. The semantics
abstracts from the actual data that is being communicated or
processed by actors and treats all data elements equally in the
form of tokens. This is possible as we are interested in the timing
behavior and memory usage, and not for example in functional
analysis. In order to capture the timed behavior of a CSDFG, we
need to keep track of the distribution of tokens over the channels,
of the start and end of actor firings, and the progress of time.
To measure the number of tokens present in, read from or
written to channels, we define the following concept.
Definition 5: (C HANNEL QUANTITY ) A channel quantity on
the set C of channels is a mapping γ : C → N0 . If γ1 is a
channel quantity on C1 and γ2 is a channel quantity on C2 with
C1 ⊆ C2 , we write γ1  γ2 if and only if for every channel
α ∈ C1 , γ1 (α) ≤ γ2 (α). Channel quantities γ1 + γ2 and γ1 − γ2
are defined by pointwise addition resp. subtraction of γ1 and γ2
resp. γ2 from γ1 ; γ1 − γ2 is only defined if γ2  γ1 .
The amount of tokens read at the start of the i-th firing of some
actor a can be described by a channel quantity Rd(a, i) such that
Rd(a, i)(p, q) = Rate(q, i) if q ∈ In(a) and Rd(a, i)(p, q) = 0
otherwise. Similarly, the amount of tokens produced at the end of
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. . . starting from the designated initial state s0 .
Note that all CSDFG (even a deadlocked one, in which no actor
is firing or ready to fire) has an infinite execution as time always
progresses.
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the i-th firing is given by a channel quantity W r(a, i) such that
W r(a, i)(p, q) = Rate(p, i) if p ∈ Out(a) and Rd(a, i)(p, q) = 0
otherwise.
Definition 6: (S TATE ) The state of a CSDFG (A, C) is a 3tuple (γ, υ, η). Channel quantity γ associates with each channel
the amount of tokens in that channel in that state. To keep track
of time progress, an actor status υ : A → N0N0 ×N0 associates with
each actor a ∈ A a multiset of pairs of numbers representing the
remaining times of different firings of a and the index in the actor
execution sequence corresponding to the firing start. η : A → N0
associates with each actor a ∈ A its current position in the actor
execution sequence. The initial state of a CSDFG is determined
by initial token distribution γ , which means that the initial state
equals (γ, {(a, {}) | a ∈ A}, {(a, 0) | a ∈ A}) (with {} denoting
the empty multiset).
The use of a multiset of pairs of numbers to keep track of actor
progress instead of a single (pair of) number(s) allows multiple
simultaneous firings of the same actor (auto-concurrency). This
is a generalization of the original CSDF semantics of [1], but it
is in line with the standard SDF semantics (see, e.g., [23]). By
allowing auto-concurrency, we achieve that our CSDF definition
is a true generalization of the SDF model of computation. If
desirable, auto-concurrency can always be limited or excluded
by adding self-loops to actors with a number of initial tokens
equivalent to the desired maximal auto-concurrency degree. For
our running example, we disallow auto-concurrency by adding
self-loops (channels ϕa , ϕb and ϕc ) with a single token to all
actors as shown in Fig. 4.
The dynamic behavior of the CSDFG is described by transitions. Three different types are distinguished: start of actor firings,
end of firings, or time progress in the form of clock ticks.
Definition 7: (T RANSITION ) A transition of CSDFG (A, C)
from state (γ1 , υ1 , η1 ) to state (γ2 , υ2 , η2 ) is denoted by
β
(γ1 , υ1 , η1 ) → (γ2 , υ2 , η2 ) where label β ∈ (A × {start, end}) ∪
{clk} denotes the type of transition.
•

•

•

Label β = (a, start) corresponds to the firing start of actor
a ∈ A. This transition may occur if Rd(a, η1 (a))  γ1 and
results in γ2 = γ1 − Rd(a, η1 (a)), η2 = η1 [a 7→ (η1 (a) +
1) mod N ], i.e., η1 with the value for a replaced by (η1 (a)+
1) mod N , and υ2 = υ1 [a 7→ υ1 (a) ⊎ {(τ (a, η1 (a)), η1 (a))}]
(where ⊎ denotes multiset union).
Label β = (a, end) corresponds to the firing end of a ∈ A.
This transition can occur if (0, i) ∈ υ1 (a) for some i and
results in υ2 = υ1 [a 7→ υ1 (a)\{(0, i)}] (where \ denotes
multiset difference), and γ2 = γ1 + W r(a, i), η2 = η1 .
Label β = clk denotes a clock transition. It is enabled if no
end transition is enabled and results in γ2 = γ1 , η2 = η1 ,
and υ2 with for all actors a ∈ A, υ2 (a) = {(m − 1, n) |
(m, n) ∈ υ1 (a)}.

Definition 8: (E XECUTION ) An execution of a CSDFG is an

As mentioned in Sec. III, channels have unbounded storage
space in the semantics. However, in practice storage space must
be bounded. Bounded storage space for channels can be realized
in different ways. One option is to use a memory that is shared
between all channels. The required storage space for the execution
of a CSDFG is then determined by the maximum number of
tokens stored at the same time during the execution of the
graph. Murthy et al. use this assumption to schedule SDFGs with
minimal storage space [16]. This is a logical choice for singleprocessor systems in which actors can always share the memory
space. A second option is to use a separate memory for each
channel, so empty space in one cannot be used for another. This
assumption is logical in the context of multiprocessor systems,
as memories are not always shared between all processors. The
channel capacity must be determined per channel over the entire
schedule, and the total amount of memory required is obtained
by adding them up. Minimization of the memory space with this
variant is considered in [3] and [11]. Hybrid forms of both options
can be used [13]. In this paper, we assume channels cannot share
memory space. This gives a conservative bound on the required
memory space when the CSDFG is implemented using shared
memory. In that case, the CSDFG may require less memory, but it
will never require more memory than determined by our method.
The maximum number of tokens that can be stored in a channel
(channel capacity) is captured by a storage distribution.
Definition 9: (S TORAGE DISTRIBUTION ) A storage distribution of a CSDFG (A, C) is a channel quantity δ that associates
with every α ∈ C , the capacity of the channel.
The storage space required for a storage distribution is called the
distribution size.
Definition 10: (D ISTRIBUTION
SIZE ) The size of a storage
P
distribution δ is given by: |δ| = α∈C δ(α).
A possible storage distribution for the CSDFG shown in Fig. 3
would be δ(α) = 8 and δ(β) = 6, denoted as hα, βi 7→ h8, 6i.
It has a distribution size of 14 tokens. Note that if tokens on
different channels represent different amounts of data, this can
easily be accounted for in the definition of distribution size. In
the remainder, we assume that all tokens are of equal size.
Let (p, q) be a channel from actor a to actor b. Assume that
the channel contains in the initial state of the execution d tokens.
The number of tokens in the channel after n firings of a and m
firings of b is given by the following equation:
d+

X

Rate(p, i) −

X

Rate(q, j)

0≤j<m

0≤i<n

This is equal to:
6
X
X
6d +
Rate(q, j)
Rate(p, i) −
6
4
0≤j<m
0≤i<n
s

7
7
7
5 · s + d mod s,

with s = gcd{Rate(p, i), Rate(q, j) | 0 ≤ i < N, 0 ≤ j < N }.
The number of tokens that may ever appear in a channel, and
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hence the storage space which can be effectively used, depends
on the gcd of all possible combinations of rates at which the
actors a and b produce and consume tokens. This gcd, s in the
above formula, is called the step size of the channel. It follows
furthermore that it is not meaningful to have a number of initial
tokens d in a channel such that d mod s 6= 0. These tokens will
never disappear. Thus, in the remainder, we assume for readability
that also the number of initial tokens in a channel is a multiple of
its step size. If this assumption is not valid, computed buffer sizes
can be corrected by increasing the storage space of a channel that
contains d initial tokens by d mod s tokens.
The bound on the storage space of each channel can be modeled
in a CSDFG (A, C) by adding for channel (p, q) ∈ C from an
actor a ∈ A to an actor b ∈ A a channel (qδ , pδ ) from b to a,
where pδ and qδ are fresh ports not yet in use in the CSDFG,
with Rate(pδ , i) = Rate(p, i) and Rate(qδ , i) = Rate(q, i). The
number of initial tokens on the channel (qδ , pδ ) equals the storage
space of the channel (p, q) minus its own initial tokens.
In the remainder, subscript ‘δ ’ is used to denote elements
used to model storage space. The CSDFG which models the
storage distribution δ in a CSDFG (A, C) is denoted (Aδ , Cδ ).
Fig. 5 shows the CSDFG which encodes the storage distribution
h8, 6i for our running example. Note that no storage space is
allocated for the self-loops on the actors. These self-loops are
introduced to model absence of auto-concurrency and will not
require storage space in a real implementation and can thus be
ignored. In fact, our technique allows in general to specify which
channels should be considered buffers, and which channels model
other dependencies. The self-loop dependencies added to limit
auto-concurrency are just one example of this flexibility. The only
requirement is that the CSDFG modeling the storage distribution
is strongly connected, as explained below. This means that Def. 9
can be relaxed to assign channel capacities to a subset of channels
only.
At the start of a firing, an actor consumes its input tokens. This
includes the tokens it consumes from the channels which model
the storage space of channels to which the actor will write. The
consumption of these tokens can be seen as allocation of storage
space for writing the results of the computation. At the end of
the firing, the actor produces its output tokens. This includes the
production of tokens on channels which model the storage space
of channels from which the actor has read tokens at the beginning
of the firing. The production of these tokens can be seen as the
release of the space of the input tokens. In other words, the model
assumes that space to produce output tokens is available when an
actor starts firing and that space used for input tokens is released
at the end of the firing. The chosen abstraction is conservative
with respect to storage and throughput if in a real implementation
space is claimed later, or released earlier or data tokens are read
later or written earlier.

Throughput is an important design constraint for embedded
multi-media systems. The throughput of a graph refers to how
often an actor produces an output token. There exists a particular
type of execution for SDFGs, namely self-timed execution, which
gives maximal throughput [23]. In a self-timed execution, clock
transitions occur only when no start transitions are enabled. It
requires that each actor fires as soon as it is enabled. This
execution guarantees that all actor firings occur as early as
possible. So, this execution guarantees that at any moment in
time the maximal number of actor firings possible has occurred
since the start of the execution. Hence, the self-timed execution
of an SDFG achieves maximal throughput. It is obvious that for
the same reason also the self-timed execution of a CSDFG will
give its maximal throughput.
Definition 11: (ACTOR THROUGHPUT ) The throughput of an
actor a for the self-timed execution of a CSDFG is defined as the
average number of firings of a per time unit in the execution. It
is denoted with Th(a).
Note that some actors in some graphs can only achieve their
maximum throughput with unbounded channels [22]. In this
paper, we focus on throughput which can be achieved within
bounded storage space; throughput achieved with infinite storage
space cannot be implemented and is therefore not considered. A
CSDFG in which all actors are connected through sequences of
data dependencies and that incorporates a (by definition finite)
storage distribution for all data channels is always strongly
connected. In that situation, the fixed rate sequences of the actor
ports ensure that the number of times actors fire with respect
to each other (repetition vector) is constant. In other words, the
throughput of each pair of actors in a graph is related to each
other via a constant. This allows us to define a normalized notion
of throughput for a CSDFG, in line with the definition for SDF
given in [8]. Thus, in the remainder we assume that a CSDFG
modeling a storage distribution is strongly connected.
Definition 12: (T HROUGHPUT ) The throughput of a CSDFG
Th(a)

G = (A, C) is defined as Th(G) = q(a) , for an arbitrary a ∈ A,
where q is the repetition vector of G.

To compute the throughput of our example SDFG with the given
storage distribution (see Fig. 5), we first look at the transition
system of the self-timed execution as shown in Fig. 6. States
are represented by dots. Sequences of state transitions consisting
of all enabled start transitions, followed by a maximal number
of time steps, followed by all possible end transitions (called
macro-steps) are indicated by single arrows. The label with a
transition indicates which actors start their firing in this transition
and the elapsed time till the next depicted state is reached. Actors
that continue their firings in a transition are labeled with a tilde.
The transition system consists of a finite sequence of states and
transitions, called the transient phase, followed by a sequence
of states and transitions which is repeated infinitely often and
is called the periodic phase. (The next section shows that this
is always the case.) Actor c in our example is considered to
determine the throughput of the example graph. This actor ends its
firing for the first time after 10 clock transitions. At that moment,
the graph is in the periodic phase of the schedule. The subsequent
firings of c are then repeatedly executed 7 and 6 clock transitions
apart. The periodic phase is repeated indefinitely. Hence, the
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state vector (δ, υ, η) is encoded via a 3-tuple where δ corresponds to edges α, β, αδ , βδ resp., the tuple υ defines the multiset
for a, b, c resp. and the tuple η defines the sequence position of a, b, c resp.; for readability, the self-edges connecting an actor
to itself are omitted from the state vector.

Fig. 6.

CSDF state space of the example CSDFG.

average time between firings over the whole schedule converges
to the average time between firings in the periodic phase. So,
the throughput of c is Th(c) = 2/(7 + 6). Actor c fires two
times according to the repetition vector of the graph. Hence, the
throughput of the graph is equal to 1/13. Essentially, this states
that the self-timed execution of the graph performs one execution
of the repetition vector every 13 time units.
VII. T HROUGHPUT C ALCULATION
The throughput of a CSDFG can be computed from its state
space. The following result is a straightforward generalization of
a similar result for SDFGs given in [8].
Theorem 1: (P ERIODIC BEHAVIOR) The state space for any
CSDFG (A, C) with storage distribution δ contains always exactly one cycle if we consider macro-steps.
Proof: The CSDFG (Aδ , Cδ ) modeling δ in (A, C) is
strongly connected. This means that every actor depends on
tokens from every other actor, which limits the difference between
the number of firings of actors wrt each other. This implies that
there exists a bound on the number of simultaneous actor firings
and the number of tokens in any channel, and hence, there is
only a finite number of different reachable states. Further, in the
transition system, there is always at least one transition enabled
(even in a deadlock state, there is still a clock transition enabled),
which implies that the number of transitions that will occur is
infinite. By the pigeon hole principle, at least one of the finite
number of reachable states is visited infinitely often. Since the
self-timed execution is deterministic (if we consider the execution
in macro-steps as explained above, because simultaneous starts
and ends can be arbitrarily interleaved in the semantics), there is
only one transition to leave any (recurrent) state. Hence, there is
exactly one cycle in the state space (in terms of macro-steps).
The theorem states that the state space of any CSDFG with
bounded storage space for all channels consists of a transient
phase followed by a periodic phase. Def. 11 defines the throughput of an actor over an execution which contains infinitely many
transitions. The periodic phase is repeated indefinitely, while
the states in the transient phase are visited only once. Hence,
the average time between two firings over the whole execution
converges to the average time between two firings in the periodic
phase. So, the throughput can be computed from the periodic
phase while ignoring the transient phase.
Proposition 1: (T HROUGHPUT ) The throughput of an actor a
in a CSDFG with some storage distribution δ is equal to the
number of firings of a in one period of the periodic phase divided
by the number of clock transitions in the period.
Proof: Follows from Def. 11 and Theorem 1.

The throughput of a CSDFG can be computed by executing the
CSDFG in a self-timed manner while remembering visited states
until a state is revisited. At that point, the periodic phase is
reached and the throughput of an actor can be computed using
Prop. 1. The throughput of the graph can then be computed using
Def. 12. The number of states that must be remembered can be
kept small. We can enforce deterministic execution by choosing
a fixed order among simultaneously enabled transitions in the
transition system without affecting the throughput. For every actor
it holds that the number of actor firings in the cycle is a multiple of
its repetition vector entry [8]. Thus to detect a cycle, an arbitrary
actor a (with repetition vector entry q(a)) can be selected, and
once every q(a) times the state in which an end-of-firing transition
of a occurs must be stored. To detect deadlock, it must also be
checked whether a clock transition remains in the same state. It is
not necessary to store this state. To compute the throughput, we
must additionally store the number of clock transitions between
each two stored states. For our example CSDFG (see Fig. 6) and
assuming that actor c with q(c) = 2 is selected, only the gray
state must be stored.
The CSDF model of Sec. III assumes that all execution time and
rate sequences are of equal length. When sequences of different
lengths are used, a sequence can always be concatenated till its
length is equal to the least common multiple of the lengths of all
sequences used in the graph. Alternatively, the different lengths
can be taken into account in the definitions of states (Def. 6)
and transitions (Def. 7). The state should then store the position
of an actor in the execution sequence that is the least common
multiple of all sequences of that actor and the definition of start
and end transitions should be adapted to use appropriate modulo
operations to determine the correct execution times and correct
numbers of consumed and produced tokens. It is important to note
that when either the length of sequences is taken into account
in the definition of states and transitions or the concatenation
of sequences is used, the repetition vectors and the number of
visited states in the throughput computation are identical. Hence,
the complexity and the run-time of both approaches are the same.
VIII. S TORAGE D EPENDENCIES
The maximal throughput of a CSDFG may be limited by
channel capacities. In the self-timed execution of the CSDFG,
an actor may, for example, be waiting for tokens on a channel αδ
(modeling the storage space of channel α). Adding tokens to αδ
(i.e. increasing the storage space of α) may enable the actor to
fire earlier and possibly increase the throughput of the CSDFG.
The immediate dependency of an actor firing on tokens produced
by the end of another firing is called a causal dependency.
Definition 13: (C AUSAL D EPENDENCY ) A firing of an actor
a causally depends on the firing of an actor b via a channel α if
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and only if the firing of a consumes a token from α produced by
the firing of b on α without a clock transition between the start
of the firing of a and the end of the firing of b.
If a causal dependency appears in the periodic phase of execution,
the actor will repeatedly (infinitely often) not be able to fire earlier
which on its turn may influence the throughput. Throughput
may increase if these dependencies are resolved. All causal
dependencies between the actor firings of the periodic phase
can be captured in a causal dependency graph. It is sufficient
if only the dependencies between actor firings in one period of
the periodic phase are considered as the dependencies are equal
in all periods.
Definition 14: (C AUSAL D EPENDENCY G RAPH ) Given a CSDFG (Aδ , Cδ ) incorporating a storage distribution δ and a sequence p of states and transitions corresponding to a period of the
self-timed execution of (Aδ , Cδ ) (starting at some arbitrary state
in the period). The causal dependency graph (D, E) contains a
node ak for the k-th firing in p of actor a ∈ Aδ . The set of
dependency edges E contains an edge if and only if there exists
a causal dependency between the corresponding firings.
The causal dependency graph for the CSDFG of Fig. 5 is shown in
Fig. 7, assuming the gray state as the start state. The edges in the
causal dependency graph represent causal dependencies between
actor firings. A causal dependency goes via a set of channels in
the corresponding CSDFG (see Def. 13). This association of an
edge in the causal dependency graph to a set of channels in the
CSDFG is left implicit in Def. 14, but it is visualized in Fig. 7
by labeling the edges in the graph. Note that the set of channels
associated to a dependency edge may contain only more than one
channel when the CSDFG is a multigraph.
The throughput of a CSDFG is limited by an infinite sequence
of causal dependencies between the actor firings, captured by a
causal dependency cycle in the causal dependency graph.
Definition 15: (C AUSAL D EPENDENCY C YCLE ) A causal dependency cycle is a simple cycle in the causal dependency graph.
A causal dependency cycle is a sequence of actor firings that
causally depend on each other, starting and ending with the
same actor firing. Causal dependencies caused by channels that
model storage space are of interest as adding tokens to these
channels (i.e., increasing their storage space) may resolve causal
dependency cycles and increase throughput.
Definition 16: (S TORAGE D EPENDENCY ) Given a CSDFG
(Aδ , Cδ ) incorporating a storage distribution δ and its causal
dependency graph ∆. A channel α ∈ Cδ has a storage dependency
in ∆ if and only if there exists a causal dependency in some
dependency cycle of ∆ via channel αδ .

Storage dependencies can be used to determine which storage
capacities can be enlarged to increase throughput of the graph.
However, two issues remain to be solved. First, if the graph

deadlocks, the causal dependency graph is empty and provides
no information about which channel capacities to enlarge. Second, having a node for every firing of every actor, the causal
dependency graph may become prohibitively large (a multiple of
the sum of entries in the repetition vector). We solve the latter
issue first and subsequently the deadlock case.
Cycle detection in the causal dependency graph can become
very time consuming. To solve this, an abstract version of the
causal dependency graph can be constructed in which the number
of nodes is equal to the number of actors in the CSDFG.
Definition 17: (A BSTRACT CAUSAL DEPENDENCY GRAPH )
Given a CSDFG (Aδ , Cδ ) incorporating a storage distribution
δ and its causal dependency graph (D, E). The abstract causal
dependency graph (Da , Ea ) contains an abstract dependency
node da ∈ Da for each actor a ∈ Aδ . For each dependency
edge (ak , bl ) ∈ E , there is an edge (da , db ) in Ea .
Fig. 8 shows the abstract causal dependency graph corresponding
to the causal dependency graph of Fig. 7. As for the causal
dependency graph, each dependency edge in the abstract causal
dependency graph is associated with the set of channels causing
this dependency. In practice, the abstract causal dependency graph
of a CSDFG can be constructed by traversing through the cycle in
the state space of the CSDFG once. It is not necessary to construct
the underlying causal dependency graph. An important property
of the abstract causal dependency graph is that it includes at least
all storage dependencies present in the full causal dependency
graph. (The definition of a storage dependency carries over to the
abstract causal dependency graph.)
Theorem 2: (P RESERVATION OF STORAGE DEPENDENCIES)
The set of storage dependencies of an abstract causal dependency
graph contains all storage dependencies of the corresponding
causal dependency graph.
Proof: Given a causal dependency graph ∆ = (D, E)
and its corresponding abstract causal dependency graph ∆a =
(Da , Ea ). Any dependency edge (ai , bj ) ∈ E from a node which
corresponds to the i-th firing of actor a to the j -th firing of actor
b maps in ∆a to an edge from the abstract causal dependency
node of actor a to the abstract causal dependency node of actor
b. Any cycle of dependencies in ∆ is a sequence of dependency
edges which in the abstract causal dependency graph (using the
mapping of causal dependency nodes in ∆ to nodes in ∆a ) is
also a sequence starting and ending in one node, i.e., it is also a
cycle in ∆a . Hence, the edge is also on some cycle in ∆a and
thus also on some simple cycle.
In the case that the CSDFG deadlocks (because of a shortage of
storage space or an inherent deadlock due to the specified data
and control dependencies), the regular causal dependency graph
is empty by definition. To find out which channel capacities need
to be increased, if any, the following alternative definitions are
used in that case.
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example of this Pareto space, for the SDFG shown in Fig. 1.
An interesting observation is that distributions h6, 2i and h5, 3i
are both minimal, while having the same size. This example
shows that in general multiple minimal storage distributions may
exist with the same distribution size. Also note that the example
Pareto spaces illustrate that the throughput is monotonically
non-decreasing with the distribution size. Increasing a channel
capacity can only lead to the earlier production of data tokens,
and hence it can never lead to a decrease in throughput.
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Definition 18: (C AUSAL D EPENDENCY IN D EADLOCK ) In a
deadlocked state, an actor a causally depends on an actor b via
a channel α from b to a if and only if firing of a is prohibited by
a lack of tokens on channel α.
Based on this definition, we can also define a causal dependency
graph for the deadlock case, which via Definitions 15 and 16
defines the storage dependencies for the deadlock case.
Definition 19: (C AUSAL D EPENDENCY G RAPH IN D EAD Given a CSDFG (Aδ , Cδ ) incorporating a storage distribution δ , with throughput zero (i.e., self-timed execution (eventually) deadlocks). The causal dependency graph (D, E) contains
a node a for every actor a ∈ Aδ . The set of dependency edges E
contains an edge from a to b if and only if a causally depends
on b in the deadlock state.
LOCK )

In the remainder, ‘dependency graph’ refers to either the abstract
causal dependency graph in case of CSDFGs with positive
throughput and the causal dependency graph in deadlock otherwise.
IX. D ESIGN -S PACE E XPLORATION
Sec. VII presents a technique to find the throughput for a given
storage distribution and Sec. VIII provides the means to detect
which channels are potentially limiting the graph’s throughput.
Using these techniques, it is possible to find the trade-offs between
the distribution size and the throughput, i.e., the Pareto space.
Fig. 9 shows this Pareto space for our example CSDFG. It shows
that storage distribution h5, 6i is the smallest distribution with
a throughput larger than zero. The throughput of the graph can
never go above 1/12, as actor a always has, according to its
entry in the repetition vector, to fire six times which requires 12
time steps. With a distribution size of 16 tokens, the maximal
throughput can be achieved.
The following definition defines the minimal storage distributions that we are interested in.
Definition 20: (M INIMAL S TORAGE D ISTRIBUTION ) A storage distribution δ with throughput Th is minimal if and only if
there is no storage distribution δ ′ with throughput Th ′ such that
|δ ′ | ≤ |δ| and Th ′ > Th , or |δ ′ | < |δ| and Th ′ ≥ Th .
Distributions h0, 0i, h5, 6i, h6, 6i, h7, 6i, h8, 6i and h8, 8i in the
CSDFG of Fig. 3 are minimal, as shown in Fig. 9 (except
for h0, 0i), but distribution h8, 7i is not, because it yields the
same throughput as configuration h8, 6i. Fig. 2 shows another

Input: A CSDFG G with maximal throughput Th max
Result: A set P of pairs (storage distribution, throughput), containing precisely all minimal storage distributions
1: procedure FIND M IN S TORAGE D IST (G,Th max )
2:
Let U be a list of unexplored storage distributions,
ordered by size
3:
U ← [h0, ..., 0i]
4:
P ←∅
5:
while no (δ, Th) ∈ P with Th = Th max or, when a
6:
(δ, Th max ) ∈ P , there is some δ ′ ∈ U with |δ ′ | = |δ| do
7:
δ ← removeFirst (U )
8:
Create CSDFG Gδ which models δ in G
9:
Compute throughput Th
and dependency graph ∆ of Gδ
10:
P ← P ∪ {(δ, Th)}
11:
Let S be the set of storage dependencies in ∆
12:
for each channel α in S do
13:
δn ← δ
14:
δn (α) ← δ(α) + step(α)
15:
U ← U ∪ {δn }
16:
Remove non-minimal storage distributions from P

Algorithm 1 presents the exploration algorithm for finding
all minimal storage distributions, given a connected CSDFG G
and its maximal throughput Th max . This maximal throughput
can be computed as the minimum throughput of all strongly
connected components of the CSDFG, computed using the technique explained in Sec. VII. The algorithm uses a set U which
contains all storage distributions that it needs to explore, ordered
by their distribution size. Initially, the set U contains only the
storage distribution h0, . . . , 0i. The algorithm explores all storage
distributions in U with smallest size first. A smallest storage
distribution δ is removed from it and the algorithm computes the
dependency graph ∆ and throughput Th for this distribution. The
distribution-throughput pairs are kept in a set P . The algorithm
continues by constructing a new storage distribution δn for each
channel α which has a storage dependency in ∆. In δn , the storage
space of α is increased by the step size of the channel as explained
in Sec. V. All other channels have the same storage space in δn as
in δ . δn is then added to the set U . The main loop of the algorithm
terminates when some storage distribution realizing the maximal
throughput has been found and no other storage distributions of
equal size remain to be explored. Finally, all non-minimal storage
distributions are removed from P . Observe that this can be done
via a single traversal through all the explored storage distributions
stored in P by keeping this set sorted according to throughput. It
is shown below that the algorithm returns precisely all minimal
storage distributions.
To illustrate the workings of Algorithm 1, we discuss one
iteration of the loop (line 5-15) while computing the throughput/storage trade-off space of the CSDFG of Fig. 3. Consider the
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situation in which the algorithm is executing and it has reached
line 5 while U contains the storage distribution h8, 6i and P contains the storage distribution/throughput pairs that have already
been explored (e.g., (h0, 0i, 0), (h5, 6i, 0.059), (h6, 6i, 0.067) and
(h7, 6i, 0.071)). The maximal throughput Th max of the graph is
equal to 0.083. The condition at lines 5-6 is true, since P contains
no storage distribution/throughput pair that reaches Th max . At
line 7, the storage distribution h8, 6i is removed from U . This
storage distribution is modeled in the CSDFG of Fig. 3. The
resulting CSDFG Gδ is shown in Fig. 5. Next, Gδ is executed
to find its throughput and dependency graph. This dependency
graph is the abstract dependency graph of Fig. 8. On line 10, the
storage distribution/throughput pair (h8, 6i, 0.77) is added to P .
From the dependency graph, it follows that both the channels α
and β have a storage dependency. Since the step size of α is one
and the step size of β is two, lines 12-15 add the new storage
distributions h9, 6i and h8, 8i to U . The algorithm then continues
with the next iteration of the loop. In this iteration, it will explore
the newly added storage distribution h9, 6i.
A few lemmas are needed to prove that the result of Algorithm
1 returns precisely all minimal storage distributions, or in other
words, all throughput-buffering Pareto points for a CSDFG.
Lemma 1: Given a storage distribution δi with throughput Th i .
For any storage distribution δj  δi with throughput Th j < Th i
and dependency graph ∆j , there is a channel α with a storage
dependency in ∆j such that δi (α) > δj (α).
Proof: If δj is such that the graph deadlocks, the result
is straightforward to prove using the dependency graph for the
deadlock case. We present the case that Th j is positive in more
detail. In a self-timed execution, each actor firing has a causal
dependency with at least one earlier actor firing (unless it is one
of the first firings consuming the initial tokens). This gives chains
of causal dependencies between all actor firings that occur during
the execution. These chains of causal dependencies start with the
initial firings of the graph, and either end at some point, or they
are of infinite length. In a non-deadlocking self-timed execution,
there must be at least one such chain of infinite length. (Otherwise,
the graph would have delayed some firing unnecessarily.) Such
infinite chains determine the throughput.
There is a finite number of states in the periodic phase and
states in this phase are revisited each period. Hence, also the same
causal dependencies are encountered again and again. So, each
infinite chain of causal dependencies implies a cycle in the causal
dependency graph as defined in Definition 14 and according to
Theorem 2 also in the abstract causal dependency graph.
To increase the throughput, each of the causal dependency
cycles must be broken. Since δi has a higher throughput than
δj , we know that every causal dependency cycle of δj includes
a storage dependency in ∆j (because otherwise Th j would
be maximal, contradicting Th j < Th i ). Since decreasing the
capacity of channels can never increase throughput, to achieve
throughput Th i > Th j , at least one storage dependency of each
causal dependency cycle in ∆j has been resolved by increasing
the capacity of the corresponding channel. Hence, there must
be some channel α with a storage dependency in ∆j such that
δi (α) > δj (α).
Lemma 2: Given a storage distribution δi with throughput Th i
and a storage distribution δj such that δj  δi with throughput
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Th j < Th i . Then, Algorithm 1, from distribution δj , explores a
storage distribution δk for which δj  δk  δi , |δj | < |δk | and
Th j ≤ Th k ≤ Th i .

Proof: Let Sj be the set of storage dependencies of δj . From
Lemma 1, it follows that there exists a channel α ∈ Sj for which
δj (α) < δi (α). So, the capacity of α can be enlarged with at least
one step before the storage space becomes equal to the storage
space assigned to it in δi . Because α ∈ Sj , Algorithm 1 does
increase the storage space of α, which results in a new storage
distribution δk . As (only) the storage space of α is increased, but
not beyond its capacity in δi , it must hold that δj  δk  δi
and |δj | < |δk |. From δj  δk  δi , it also follows directly that
Th j ≤ Th k ≤ Th i .
Theorem 3: (C ORRECTNESS OF A LGORITHM 1) The set of all
storage distributions contained in P which is constructed using
Algorithm 1 contains precisely all minimal storage distributions.
The proof of Theorem 3 is illustrated by Fig. 10.
Proof: For throughput 0, δ0 = h0, . . . , 0i is the (only)
minimal storage distribution and it is always returned by the
algorithm. Therefore, let δi be some minimal storage distribution
with positive throughput Th i . We must show that δi ∈ P , i.e.,
that the algorithm will explore distribution δi . Initially, Algorithm
1 starts from the storage distribution δ0 = h0, . . . , 0i which
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2. Repeatedly using Lemma
2, we can show that the algorithm explores a series δk of storage
distributions with δ0  δ1  δ2  . . .  δm  δi and for each
k, |δk | < |δk+1 |. From δk  δi , it follows that |δk | ≤ |δi | and
hence, after a finite number of m steps it must be that Lemma 2
no longer applies. Thus, it follows that Th m = Th i and, because
δi is minimal, that |δm | = |δi |. For a distribution δm  δi such
that |δm | = |δi |, it must be that δm = δi , which shows that δi is
explored by the algorithm. When the condition of the while loop
no longer holds, no more minimal storage distributions can be
reached from distributions in U .
So far, we have shown that set P contains all minimal storage
distributions. However, it may also contain non-minimal distributions. The last line of the algorithm removes non-minimal storage
distributions, completing the proof.
From the literature on dataflow graphs, lower bounds on the
storage space required for each channel to avoid deadlock (i.e.,
throughput equal to zero) are known [11], [16]. These bounds can
be used to speed up the initial phase of Algorithm 1. Distribution
h0, . . . , 0i with all zero entries is by definition the only minimal
storage distribution realizing zero throughput. Thus, to find all
Pareto points with non-zero throughput, it is sufficient to start
from the mentioned lower bounds.
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An important and relevant question that remains is whether
Algorithm 1 terminates. We show that if at least one actor has
a bounded throughput, then Algorithm 1 ends. If all actors can
increase their firing rate indefinitely, then there are infinitely many
minimal storage distributions, and the algorithm cannot terminate.
Theorem 4: (T ERMINATION ) For any connected CSDFG G
that contains an actor with bounded throughput, Algorithm 1
terminates.
Proof: Given a connected CSDFG G, Th max is equal
to the minimum of the throughputs of all strongly connected
components in G. As there is at least one actor with bounded
throughput, the throughput of the strongly connected component
containing that actor must be bounded, and hence Th max < ∞.
The throughput Th max is achievable within finite memory. This
implies that there exists some storage distribution δmax of finite
size N that achieves throughput Th max .
Algorithm 1 explores the storage distributions with increasing
size. There is only a finite number of storage distributions of any
size n ≤ N . This implies that only a finite number of different
storage distributions exist that have a size at most |δmax |. Within
a finite number of steps, all distributions with size up to N are
explored and a storage distribution with throughput Th max is
found, causing the algorithm to terminate.
The algorithm presented in this section is a modified version
of the algorithm presented in [9]. These algorithms differ in
the order in which storage distributions are explored and the
termination condition (line 5) that is used. Algorithm 1 explores
the storage distributions with increasing size. It ends immediately
after it explored the storage distribution size of the minimal
storage distributions that realize the maximal throughput. The
algorithm in [9] searches the design space using a depth-first
search algorithm and it ends when the list U of unexplored storage
distributions is empty. The algorithm from [9] explores in this
way all storage distributions that are explored by Algorithm 1.
However, it may also explore storage distributions that are larger
than the size of the minimal storage distributions that realize
maximal throughput. In other words, the algorithm from [9] may
explore more (but never less) storage distributions than Algorithm
1. Hence, the algorithm presented in this paper may terminate
earlier than the algorithm from [9].
As mentioned in Sec. II, the problem of finding all minimal
storage distributions of a CSDFG is NP-hard. Algorithm 1 has
in fact an exponential worst-case complexity. This is due to
the underlying throughput analysis technique that is used. This
technique has an exponential worst-case complexity. Furthermore,
the algorithm itself explores a set of storage distributions that can
potentially also be exponentially large.
X. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We performed a number of experiments on real DSP and
multimedia application models to evaluate how our approach
performs. The set of SDFG application models contains a modem
[3], a satellite receiver [6], a sample-rate converter [3], an MP3decoder [9] and an H.263 decoder [9]. We also included the
often used bipartite SDFG from [3] in our SDFG benchmark.
The set of applications modeled with a CSDFG contains an H.263
encoder [24], [25], a channel equalizer [26] and an MP3 playback
application [7]. The CSDFG model formalized in Sec. III assumes
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that all port rate and execution time sequences are of equal length.
To satisfy this requirement, the sequences given in the original
CSDFGs must be concatenated. All sequences in these graphs
have either a length 1 or a length N that is fixed for a given
application (N = 99 in the H.263 encoder, N = 8 in the channel
equalizer and N = 39 in the MP3 playback application). The
execution times for the actors in all graphs were, when available,
taken from the references. In other cases, they were obtained
by analyzing the application source code with the worst-case
execution time analysis technique described in [27]. For each of
the graphs, the complete design space was explored. This resulted
in a Pareto space showing the trade-offs between the throughput
and distribution size for each graph.
The results of the experiments on the SDFGs are shown in
Tab. I. The results for the CSDFGs are summarized in Tab. II.
Both tables show the number of actors in each graph and the
number of channels for which the buffers are being sized, the
minimal distribution size for the smallest positive throughput, the
maximum throughput that can be achieved and the distribution
size needed to realize this throughput. They also show the number
of Pareto points and the number of minimal storage distributions
that were found during the design-space exploration. The results
show that each Pareto point contains a single storage distribution.
For the SDFGs, an estimate on the number of storage distributions in the design space can be made. It is possible to compute
an upper bound on the storage space required for each channel
to achieve maximal throughput with finite channel capacities
[2]. This upper bound and the lower bound, mentioned in Sec.
IX and taken from [16], can be used to compute the number
of different storage distributions in the design space (see row
‘#Distr. in space’ of Tab. I). The next row shows the number of
storage distributions explored by the algorithm. The results show
that the algorithm explores only very few distributions from the
space. For most SDFGs, it only explores the minimal storage
distributions (excluding the trivial minimal storage distribution
containing all zero entries, as explained in Sec. IX). This shows
that the algorithm successfully prunes the design space. No good
technique is known to accurately upper-bound the storage space
requirements for channels in a CSDFG. Therefore, no good
estimate can be made of the number of storage distributions in the
design space of the CSDFGs. However, the results show that the
number of storage distributions that is explored by the algorithm
is also in this case limited.
The algorithm computes the throughput for each storage distribution it tries. This is done via a self-timed execution of the
graph. The row ‘Max. #states visited’ shows the maximal number
of different states that is visited during a throughput computation.
Only a selected number of states must be stored (see Sec. VII)
to compute the throughput of the graph. The maximal number of
states that is stored is shown in the row ‘Max. #states stored’.
All SDFGs, except the H.263 decoder, show a run-time in the
order of milliseconds to explore the complete design space. The
run-time for the H.263 decoder is large due to the large number of
Pareto points contained in the space. The results on the CSDFGs
show that the complete Pareto space can be computed within
seconds for all applications. The MP3 playback CSDFG has the
longest run-time due to the many Pareto points contained in its
throughput/storage trade-off space.
It is interesting to consider the MP3 playback model of [7] in
a bit more detail. In [7], a heuristic is presented that computes
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TABLE I
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SDFG S .

Bipartite
#actors / #sized channels
Min. pos. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
Max. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
#Pareto points
#Min. distr.
#Distr. in space
#Distr. checked
Max. #states visited
Max. #states stored
Exec. time

4/4
4·104
28
6·104
35
9
9
1·108
51
652
20
1ms

Sample
rate
6/5
15·104
32
17·104
34
4
4
9·1012
3
6·106
5328
1ms

a storage space distribution under a throughput constraint. The
objective is to minimize the size of the storage distribution. The
reported results state that the heuristic can compute within the
order of 10−2 s a storage distribution which is 5% larger than
the smallest storage distribution allowing maximal throughput.
Using our algorithm, the optimal solution can be found in 26s
(see Tab. II). Depending on the context in which buffer sizing is
applied, this run-time may or may not be acceptable. In general,
however, the exponential worst-case complexity of our technique
could potentially lead to prohibitively large run-times. In those
cases, our technique can be combined with any heuristic for buffer
sizing. For example, the heuristic from [7] can be used to compute
a storage distribution close to the optimum. A fraction of the
storage space computed for each channel by the heuristic can then
be used as a starting distribution in (line 3 of) our algorithm. In
this way, our algorithm explores the trade-off space just below
the storage distribution computed by the heuristic for a smaller
distribution that still satisfies the throughput constraint. To test
this approach, we ran our algorithm on the MP3 playback CSDFG
with the initial storage distribution equal to 90% of the storage
distribution requirements computed by the heuristic from [7] for
this CSDFG. Our algorithm was able to find the optimal storage
distribution within 1s. This illustrates how our algorithm can be
combined with a heuristic, which will in general improve the
results of the heuristic with little effort.

Modem

Satellite

MP3

16/19
3·104
38
6·104
40
4
4
1·1010
4
134
2
2ms

22/26
18·104
1542
23·104
1544
3
3
2·1065
4
10377
241
7ms

13/12
7·103
12
8·103
16
4
4
4096
7
33579
212
2ms

H.263
decoder
4/3
50
4753
100
8006
3255
3255
3·1010
292·103
8·106
1124
53min

TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON CSDFG S .

#actors / #sized channels
Min. pos. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
Max. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
#Pareto points
#Min. distr.
#Distr. checked
Max. #states visited
Max. #states stored
Exec. time

H.263
encoder1
6/6
8·10−2
104
0.3
105
3
3
2
12·106
2
10s

Channel
equalizer
12/20
3
19
3
19
2
2
1
2298
2
4ms

MP3
playback
4/2
4.0
921
8.3
1842
829
829
2296
14231
4
26s

1

The (unexpectedly low) throughput values for this model are obtained when assuming a 500 Mhz processor and using the cycle
counts reported in [24] (which does not specify the used platform).

use for our experimental evaluation later in this section, are sets
n
Kα
, for any number n ∈ N, defined as {k ∈ N | k = n · step(α)},
i.e., only multiples of the step(α) are considered for the given
multiplication factor n.
Algorithm 1 is adapted as follows. Line 13 becomes:
δn (α) ← ⌈δ(α) + 1⌉Kα .

XI. A PPROXIMATION OF B UFFER S IZES
A. A Generic Approximation Technique
The experimental results of the previous section show that the
search space of distributions is pruned efficiently by looking for
storage dependencies. Nevertheless, the number of distributions
that need to be explored may still be large, potentially leading to
long run-times of the algorithm. An approximation of the exact
result can be obtained by reducing the number of distributions
that need to be explored, for instance by changing the step size
for increasing the channel capacities. We have shown that for a
channel α considering as sizes all multiples of step(α) guarantees
that all minimal distributions are found. In this section, we
consider exploring only a set Kα of capacities for channel α and
for any capacity k, we use ⌈k⌉Kα to denote the smallest capacity
in Kα which is at least k. We require that sets Kα be such
that such capacity always exists (i.e., that channel capacities can
always be increased). Concrete examples of such sets, that we also

That is, the next smallest capacity in the given set Kα is chosen.
We can prove the following property of the adapted algorithm.
The adapted algorithm finds all minimal storage distributions δ
among all distributions with channel capacities δ(α) ∈ Kα for
all α ∈ C . The property is proved using Lemmas 1 and 2 and
Theorem 3, while restricting attention to distributions within the
limited set.
From the fact that the adapted algorithm finds all minimal
storage distributions among the reduced set, we can derive the
following bound on the discrepancy of the result from the optimal
result.
Theorem 5: (OVERESTIMATION BOUND ) For every minimal
storage distribution δ with throughput Th , found in the full search,
there is a storage distribution δ ′ with throughput Th ′ that is
minimal in the reduced search space such that Th ′ ≥ Th and
P
|δ ′ | ≤ α∈C ⌈δ(α)⌉Kα .
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B. Experimental Results
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Fig. 11. Worst-case overestimation for various channel capacities, step sizes,
and multiplication factors.

Proof: An increase in channel capacity cannot decrease
the throughput. If we round all channel capacities in δ up to
⌈δ(α)⌉Kα , we obtain a distribution with throughput Th ′ , at least
throughput Th . If this distribution is minimal in the reduced
search space, the theorem is proved. If it is not minimal, there
exists a minimal one with the same throughput and smaller
distribution size, or with a higher throughput and the same size.
In both cases, this distribution satisfies the theorem.
Note that the adapted algorithm still has an exponential worstcase complexity. However, it allows a trade-off between runtime and quality of the end result, by appropriately choosing
the Kα . One can choose, for example, the sets Kαn already
mentioned above, possibly with different multiplication factors
per channel. Theorem 5 then gives a bound on the worst-case loss
in quality (buffer-size overestimation). Consider a single channel
n
α. Theorem 5 and the definition of Kα
imply that
n

δ ′ (α) ≤ ⌈δ(α)⌉Kα ≤ δ(α) + (n − 1)step(α).

It follows that the relative overestimation for α is bounded as
follows:
(n − 1)step(α)
δ ′ (α) − δ(α)
≤
,
δ(α)
δ(α)

(1)

which is the expected result that the overestimation per channel
can be at most n − 1 times the step size.
Figure 11 shows the worst-case overestimation for a single
channel, for various channel capacities, step sizes, and multiplication factors. The channel capacities and step sizes are in
line with those observed in the models of our benchmark. The
relative worst-case overestimation is small for increasing channel
size, which is when the approximation algorithm is most useful,
because only for large distribution spaces the run-time of our
exact technique may become problematic. Note that the relative
worst-case overestimation does not change when considering
multiple channels (assuming the same capacities, step sizes, and
multiplication factors). The likelihood that the worst case will
occur in fact decreases with increasing numbers of channels in
the CSDFG. Another way to limit the over-estimation is to search
the trade-off space with several multiplication factors per channel,
as illustrated below.
It is also possible to try to bound the relative overestimation
via an appropriate choice of Kα , by choosing for Kα the set
{⌈(1 + q)n ⌉step(α) | n ∈ N}, for some appropriately small q .
Except for rounding effects, this choice for the Kα limits the
overestimation to q · 100%.

The experimental results presented in Sec. X show that designspace exploration of the H.263 decoder and the MP3 playback
application take the most time from all the tested models. For
both applications, this is due to the large number of Pareto points
in the trade-off space. However, the throughput of most of the
Pareto points is close to each other. In practice, it is not interesting
to find all these points. The approximation technique presented in
the previous section can be used to reduce the number of different
storage distributions that is explored.
Experiments have been performed with this approximation
algorithm on the H.263 decoder and MP3 playback application.
For both applications, a uniform multiplication factor has been
used for the different channels. The step size in the H.263 decoder
was multiplied with a factor of 3, 9, and 27. For the MP3 playback
application, a multiplication factor of 3, 5, and 15 has been used.
The results for these experiments are shown in Tab. III. (The last
column in the table is explained below.) The results show that
the approximation technique drastically improves the run-time of
the exploration at the cost of a reduced number of Pareto points
found (but as already said, it is hard to imagine that hundreds or
thousands of Pareto points are practically meaningful).
The approximation algorithm may lead to an overestimation of
the required storage space for a given throughput. The table shows
for each experiment the maximum overestimation observed for an
arbitrary Pareto point in the complete trade-off space, the average
overestimation over the entire space, and the overestimation of
the minimal buffer requirements allowing maximal throughput.
The results show that the overestimation is very small in general,
which shows that dropping Pareto points for these models does
not have much impact in terms of storage requirements computed for a given throughput constraint. The peak in maximum
overestimation for the largest multiplication factor in the MP3
experiment is to be expected, because large overestimation may
occur for large multiplication factors in combination with small
buffer sizes. However, small buffers are the part of the trade-off
space that our algorithm explores first. In those cases, the exact
technique, an approximation with a smaller multiplication factor,
or an approximation aiming to bound the relative overestimation
(as explained at the end of the previous subsection) can be used
to determine the appropriate buffer sizes satisfying the throughput
constraint.
The experiments reported in Tab. III use only one multiplication
factor, which is the same for all the sized channels. There are
several ways to improve the obtained results. One way is to
carefully select different multiplication factors for the different
channels. Another way is to apply our exact technique (or another
approximation) on a designated part of the approximated space, in
the same way as the combination of our technique with heuristics
that we explained earlier. Given a throughput constraint, one can
first make a coarse approximation of the trade-off space with a
large multiplication factor. Then, one can choose a distribution
that comes close to satisfying the constraint as the starting point
for a finer grain approximation or an exact exploration of the
trade-off space up to the point that the throughput constraint is
satisfied.
A third way to improve approximation results is to simply
combine the results of two or more approximations of the tradeoff space. This may lead to a reduced overestimation, as illustrated
by the last column of Tab. III. Combining the approximations of
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TABLE III
R ESULTS ON APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM.

Min. pos. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
Max. throughput (s−1 )
Distr. size
#Pareto points
#Min. distr.
#Distr. checked
Max. overest.
Avg. overest.
Min.buf. / max.thr. overest.
Exec. time

exact
50
4753
100
8006
3255
3255
292·103
53min

H.263 decoder
n=3
n=9
50
50
4753
4753
100
100
8006
8012
1087
365
1087
365
28720
3613
0.07% 0.24%
0.03% 0.10%
0%
0.07%
5min
36s

the trade-off space obtained via multiplication factors 3 and 5
leads to an increased number of Pareto points found, resulting
in a reduced average overestimation when compared to the two
approximations in isolation. We obtained the results reported in
Tab. III by explicitly computing the two approximations, and then
combining the results. A more efficient implementation would
first compute the approximation with the largest multiplication
factor, and then use the information about distributions already
explored while computing the approximation with the smaller
multiplication factor. This would lead to an amount of checked
distributions and a run-time which are less than the sums of those
values for the individual approximations. The experiment shows
the versatility of the approximation technique. Note that it does
not make sense to combine approximations when one multiplication factor is a divisor of (one of) the other multiplication factor(s)
(which is why Tab. III does not report any other combinations).
C. Scalability
The experimental results presented so far show that it is possible to explore the trade-off space for all the application models in
our benchmark within seconds, either via the exact technique or
by approximation (with only very little overestimation). However,
both the exact algorithm and the approximation technique have
an exponential worst-case complexity. The observed run-times for
the exact exploration indicate that the run-times may become
problematic when models and/or Pareto spaces grow in size,
while the approximation technique is fast in the two tested cases.
To investigate scalability, we adapted the SDF3 toolkit [28] to
generate three synthetic CSDFGs, for which the exact algorithm
does not terminate in several hours, confirming that the run-times
of the exact algorithm may become very large. However, it is
important to note that these graphs differ in a number of aspects
from the realistic application models in our benchmark. Realistic
applications are often a relatively straightforward pipeline of
actors with only one or a few cycles. Furthermore, the number
of branches in the graphs is limited. In the generated graphs,
there are many cycles and branches with complex interactions.
As a result, the number of Pareto points in these generated graphs
is very large. Consequently, many different storage distributions
have to be explored, which causes the run-time of the exact
algorithm to become very large.
Since the approximation technique yields a reduction of the
explored space that is exponential in terms of the number of
channels being sized, it is interesting to test the scalability of

n = 27
50
4753
100
8021
124
124
558
0.69%
0.33%
0.19%
7ms

exact
4.0
921
8.3
1842
829
829
2296
26s

n=3
4.0
921
8.3
1842
278
278
357
3.72%
0.17%
0%
4s

MP3 playback
n=5
n = 15
4.0
4.0
921
921
8.3
8.3
1846
1851
186
43
186
43
185
42
7.33% 26.91%
1.51%
5.28%
0.22%
0.49%
2s
0.49s

n = 3, 5
4.0
921
8.3
1842
336
336
542
3.72%
0.14%
0%
6s

TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC CSDFG S .

graph 1
graph 2
graph 3

n=3
50s / 0.38%
161s / 0.91%
271s / 0.71%

n=4
16s / 0.38%
70s / 0.91%
45s / 0.71%

n=5
7s / 0.37%
29s / 0.91%
28s / 0.71%

the approximation technique on these artificial models. We tested
the approximation with multiplication factors 3, 4 and 5 for all
channels in the graphs. These channels all have a step size of one.
Tab. IV reports the results, showing run-times and, using Eqn. 1,
the calculated upper bound on the overestimation for the minimal
buffer sizes needed for maximal throughput. The results show that
the approximation algorithm can successfully prune the design
space, even for extremely large trade-off spaces, guaranteeing that
the overestimation stays within very tight bounds.
XII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a method to explore the trade-offs between
the throughput and buffering requirements for SDFGs and CSDFGs. It generalizes the techniques from [9] to CSDFGs. It
also improves the exploration algorithm from [9] allowing better
pruning of the trade-off space. The experiments show that, despite
the complexity of the problem, it is possible to perform an exact
design-space exploration for real application kernels. We also
show that our technique can be combined with existing heuristics
for buffer sizing. This makes it possible to compute sharper
bounds on the buffer requirements than those found with the
heuristic alone with limited run-time overhead. It may in fact often
lead to optimal results if the applied heuristic yields a sufficiently
accurate estimate as the starting point for our algorithm.
In addition to the exact exploration algorithm, we presented
a generic and very versatile approximation technique based on
the exact algorithm. The approximation provides throughput
guarantees, and it has a proven analytical upper bound on the
overestimation in buffer sizes. Approximation of the trade-off
space can be used when the run-times of the exact technique
would become problematic. The results for the approximation
technique show that it can drastically improve the run-time needed
for the exploration of the trade-off space with only very limited
overestimation of the storage space.
The techniques presented in this paper are implemented in the
freely available SDF3 toolkit [28]. We use the techniques in a
predictable multiprocessor design flow [29] based on the dataflow
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model of computation, integrating the results with the processing
and communication resource allocation techniques of [30].
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